Preface

Introduction: Design and Creation of Ligand-Binding Proteins

The appropriate balance of ligand binding affinity and specificity is a fundamental feature of most if not all biological processes, including immune recognition, cellular metabolism, regulation of gene expression, and cell signaling. The ability to accurately predict and recapitulate the physical basis for ligand binding behavior is therefore a crucial part of understanding and manipulating such biological phenomena. It also represents a critical technical requirement in the reciprocal fields of drug design and protein engineering.

This book provides a collection of protocols and approaches, compiled and described by many of today’s leaders in the field of protein engineering, that they apply to the problem of creating ligand-binding proteins that display desirable combinations of target affinity and specificity. The descriptions provided by each chapter’s authors also provide a snapshot of their current “belief system” regarding the challenging problem of protein engineering and design, as it is applied to the creation of novel ligand binding functions.

The problem of how to effectively engineer novel binding properties onto protein scaffolds, and how to do so while exploiting the information that is provided by high-resolution protein structures, has been under investigation for almost 40 years if not longer. Such efforts date back at least to the design of small folded peptides and proteins capable of binding individual nucleosides and single-stranded DNA, followed by subsequent attempts to generate additional ligand binding functions using various protein scaffolds (see Refs. [1, 2] for early examples of such work). By the early 1990s, some of the first computational algorithms intended to design novel ligand binding sites into proteins of known structure had been described [3], and the field of structure-based protein engineering as it is known today was underway.

Although the field of protein engineering, including the specific problem of designing novel ligand binding capabilities onto engineered protein folds, now comprises an extensive and growing publication record, significant challenges regarding the accurate calculation or prediction of protein–ligand binding affinities (even when provided a high-resolution structure of the actual complex) still represent significant hurdles to the field’s advancement. For example:

- Several recent studies have demonstrated that current methods for structure-based calculation of binding affinities display variable accuracies. At least three broad (and somewhat overlapping) classes of scoring functions for predicting binding affinities from high-resolution structures have been developed: force-field (formulated by calculating the individual energetic contributions of physical interactions between the protein and ligand) [4, 5], knowledge-based (produced by statistical mining of large databases of protein–ligand structures to deduce rules and models that govern binding affinity) [6–9], and empirical (in which binding energy is calculated to be a product of a collection of weighted energy terms fit to a training data set of known binding affinities, with the weighting coefficients calculated via linear regression analyses) [10–14]. Even with all these tools, the accuracy of many methods that are intended to calculate structure-based binding affinities (as well as the ability to identify and rank the most tightly bound ligands to a given protein) has been shown to often be somewhat poor.
[15–17], leading to the conclusion by one group that “more precise chemical descriptions of the protein–ligand complex do not generally lead to a more accurate prediction of binding affinity” [17]. Therefore, the reliable prediction of affinity remains a significant challenge in biophysical chemistry [15].

- Even for the most thoroughly studied of ligand-binding proteins, the basis for tight, specific binding is not well understood. For example, avidin and streptavidin exhibit some of the highest known affinities to their cognate molecular ligand ($K_a \sim 10^{15} \text{ M}^{-1}$). Over 20 years of studies on these proteins have produced a wide range of hypotheses regarding their high affinities, including exceptional shape complementarity across a stabilized network of hydrophobic side chains and precisely arranged hydrogen bond partners [18], the precisely tuned dynamic behavior of the protein [19], a large free energy benefit upon ligand binding due to the strengthening of noncovalent interactions within the protein scaffold [20], or the induction of polarized moieties within the bound complex that create a cooperative effect between neighboring hydrogen bonds [21]. Not surprisingly, attempts to engineer altered binding properties onto avidin or streptavidin have yielded constructs with unexpected and unpredictable properties [22].

- Attempts to computationally engineer novel ligand-binding proteins have either been unsuccessful [23, 24] or have produced computationally designed constructs that display low affinities. Optimization of those designed proteins has then required laborious rounds of random mutagenesis and affinity maturation [25, 26].

The sources of error in calculating and modeling protein–ligand binding interactions and affinities are myriad, and their relative importance is still not entirely clear. These include: (1) Inaccuracies in the treatment of solvent and desolvation effects during binding [27–29]. (2) Limited consideration of protein dynamics [30–32]. (3) Difficulties incorporating the contribution of entropic changes into calculations of binding energies, leading to examples where modifications of ligand binding sites that lead to favorable enthalpic gains are confounded by substantial losses in entropy, with no improvement in overall binding affinity (recently reviewed extensively in Ref. [33]). Even for the most straightforward aspect of a protein–ligand interface (i.e., the observation of direct interatomic interactions and corresponding estimation of their enthalpic contributions to binding), uncertainties exist regarding interatomic distance cutoffs [17] and best strategies for estimating charge and protonation states [34].

Therefore, the creation of novel ligand-binding proteins that display tight binding affinity to their desired target and that also can discriminate between closely related targets remains an important goal, but is plagued by rather poor understanding of how to accurately calculate binding affinities or predict binding specificity, even when armed high structural information of protein–ligand complexes. As a result, the creation of highly specific ligand-binding proteins with high affinity remains extremely challenging and generally requires a substantial investment of time and effort to identify designed protein scaffolds that are actually active, and then to manually optimize their behavior. Nevertheless, studies from groups around the world have recently demonstrated that engineered proteins can, with considerable effort, be created that perform as desired, even in highly demanding in vivo applications. In this book, a series of 21 author groups present individual chapters that describe, in considerable detail, the types of overall thought processes and approaches, as well as very detailed computational and/or experimental protocols, that are used in their research groups as they attempt to address and resolve the difficulties associated with the design and creation of engineered ligand-binding proteins.
The reader will find a wide variety of technical issues and variables described in this volume. The first three chapters are largely concerned with a fundamental challenge that precedes actual protein engineering: identifying, characterizing, and modeling protein–ligand binding sites and predicting their corresponding modes and affinities of molecular interaction. Various strategies are shown to rely on both sequence-based and structure-based methods of analysis, and often utilize evolutionary information to determine the relative importance of positions within individual protein scaffolds that are important for form and function. With the development of controlled, blind binding site prediction challenges within the protein informatics and design community, the number of methods available to perform such analyses has exploded, as summarized in Chapter 2. Virtually all structure-based methods for binding site evaluation rely on accurate modeling of protein–ligand conformational sampling and scoring of individual docked solutions, which is further discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.

Beyond the basic ability to identify and model protein–ligand binding sites and their interactions, the field of protein engineering also now has at its disposal a number of increasingly powerful and robust computational platforms for structure-based engineering, including the widely used and rapidly evolving ROSETTA program suite as well as other programs such as POCKETOPTIMIZER and PROTEUS. Many of the fundamental features of these computational program suites, as well as individual examples of their utility and application for the design of a protein binding site for a defined small molecular ligand, are found in Chapters 5 through 7.

The output of even the most powerful structure-based computational design algorithms is usually augmented by considerable experimental time and effort, generally consisting of the preparation of combinatorial protein libraries or the systematic generation of large numbers of individual protein mutants on top of designed protein constructs, which are then subjected to selections or screens for optimal activity. While the ultimate goal of protein design is to eliminate the need for such manual intervention and effort, at this time many strategies for protein design involve combining information from computational design to the subsequent creation and screening of protein mutational libraries. Several examples of such approaches, which have resulted in particularly notable recent successes in protein engineering and the creation of designed ligand-binding proteins, are outlined and described in Chapters 8–10 and can then be found at various points within the remaining chapters.

Finally, the exact technical hurdles and necessary approaches required for the creation of ligand-binding proteins obviously are dependent upon the chemical and structural nature of the ligand to be recognized and bound with high affinity and specificity. The remaining 12 chapters describe a variety of specific scenarios and methodological approaches, ranging from the design of metal-binding proteins and light-induced ligand-binding proteins, to the creation of binding proteins that also display catalytic activity, to binding of larger peptide, protein, DNA, and RNA ligands.

The continued development of approaches to design and create ligand-binding proteins, beyond enabling the creation of unique protein-based reagents and molecules for biotechnology and medicine, will continue to test and refine the ability of modern biophysical chemistry to fundamentally understand and exploit the forces and principles that drive molecular recognition. The behaviors and properties of designed ligand-binding proteins resulting from the types of methods described in this book—including the “failures”—those constructs that fail to bind their intended targets and those that bind to unintended ligands—will eventually be explained by systematically examining their structures and properties. As has been famously attributed to Richard Feynman, “That which I cannot create, I do not understand.”
understand.” The following volume provides detailed (although by no means complete and total) examples of the current approaches and methods by which the protein engineering and design community attempt to do both.
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